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Trade Task Force 

EDA Antitrust & Data Protection Statement

• Participants are reminded that they cannot and should not enter into any discussion or engage in 
any conduct that may amount to an infringement of any relevant competition law. 

• In particular and by way of example, the participants will not disclose or discuss any 
commercially sensitive information on prices, on customers and or investments. 

• Participants agree that EDA processes their personal data within the remit of the mission of EDA 
as an European trade association. 

• There data are kept within the EDA secretariat.

• Participants acknowledge that they can ask EDA by email to share their respective personal data 
set with them and that they can ask for deletion. 



Trade Task Force 
1) Opening and Welcome 

2) Anti-trust and data-protection statement

3) Approval of the agenda and the minutes of last meeting (action points) (ref: 2022/037/EDA/Trade/ILT) 

4) Ongoing multilateral, bilateral and regional negotiations

• Agreements in principle: Mercosur – Mexico – Chile

• Status on ongoing negotiations: Australia – Indonesia – India

• Suspended negotiations: Thailand – Malaysia – Myanmar

5) Ongoing discussions and market access issues 

• China: COMM comparison of Chinese and EU standards (dairy products), recipe approval

• India: Health certificates, requirements of registration of foreign food manufacturing facilities, COMM comparison of Indian and EU standards 

• Egypt: Halal certificate dairy products

• U.S.: Food Safety Modernization Act

• Serbia: Registration of warehouses

• EU – UK: Northern Ireland Protocol  

6) EDA TRADE DAY 2023 (May 24, suggestions for countries/regions/speakers welcome)

7) Key trade messages for the Commission

8) AOB – Date of next meeting

Agenda



Trade Task Force European trade issues 
Update March 2023



Trade Task Force European trade issues 
Update March 2023

MERCOSUR:
The agreement in principle between the EU and the Mercosur 
countries is still being delayed due to political resistance. EU 
negotiators are travelling to Argentina this week, as momentum 
is building up. France’s opposition to the deal seems to become 
less vocal. The agreement has been declared a priority for the 
Spanish EU. 

Chile:
The EU and Chile concluded negotiations to modernise the 
existing EU-Chile Association Agreement on 9 December 2022. 
The existing tariff rate quotas for EU cheese will remain 
temporarily in place, but will be ultimately liberalised under the 
new agreement, at the latest seven year after entry into force 
of the modernised agreement.

Mexico:
The EU-Mexico Agreement is finalised, and EU COM Valdis 
Dombrovskis said that the agreement will be signed at an 
upcoming bilateral summit, which is still expected in 2023. 
We updated our “EU – Mexico Dairy Trade Focus” in support of 
the agreement.



Trade Task Force European trade issues 
Update March 2023

India:
On 17 June 2022, the EU relaunched negotiations with India for 
a Free Trade Agreement. In November / December 2022 the 3rd 
round of negotiations took place. Indians look very open but are 
tough negotiators. EDA shared our offensive interests with the 
EU Commission and organized first meetings with the EU civil 
servants in charge. A conclusion of this FTA can – at best - be 
expected under the next EU Commission (2024 – 2029).

Indonesia:
A Free Trade Agreement is being negotiated since July 2016. 
The 13th round of negotiations on an EU-Indonesia Free Trade 
Agreement took place in February 2023. An Indonesian 
delegation is planning a Regulatory Dialogue Visit on EU food 
safety. EDA is invited to provide input on outstanding issues. A 
conclusion of this FTA can – at best - be expected under the 
next EU Commission (2024 – 2029).

Australia:
A Free Trade Agreement is being negotiated since May 2018, till 
February 2023 14 rounds of negotiations took place. We have 
seen a more than generous EU market offer to AUS (basically 
full cheese liberalization). Australia made it very clear 
throughout the process that they are not at all ready to accept 
the EU's demands on the protection of geographical indications 
for cheese names. A 15th round of negotiations is planned at 
the end of April (24-28). Rumours suggest that Commission 
chief Ursula von der Leyen is expected to travel to Australia in 
July to sign the accord with the country’s Premier Anthony 
Albanese. EDA keeps providing input for the discussions on 
market access. 



Trade Task Force European trade issues 
Update March 2023

Thailand:
Negotiations for an EU-Thailand FTA were launched in March 
2013 and put on hold in 2014 following the military take-over in 
the country. In2019, EVP Dombrovskis met with Deputy PM of 
Thailand on 25 January to discuss the possible
relaunch of negotiations. Both sides expressed a willingness to 
restart trade negotiations.

Malaysia:
Negotiations for an FTA between the EU and Malaysia were 
launched in 2010 and put on hold after seven rounds in 2012 at 
the request of Malaysia. A stocktaking exercise took place in 
2016-17 to assess the prospect to resume negotiations. The 
current Malaysian government is positive about the possible 
resumption of the negotiations. The EU and Malaysia signed a 
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (EU-MY PCA) in 
December 2022.

Myanmar:
The EU and Myanmar launched negotiations for an investment 
protection agreement in 2014, which were since then put on 
hold. EU sanctions on (Cambodia and) Myanmar – over human 
rights abuses – ensure that bilateral trade deals have a better 
chance than a EU-ASEAN FTA



Trade Task Force European trade issues 
Update March 2023

“Dialogue is sought with the Royal Thai 
Government on selective and appropriate
reductions on Most Favoured Nation (MFN) 
tariff rates for key dairy ingredients that are
critical feedstocks for Thai industry.”



Trade Task Force Ongoing discussions and 
market access issues

China: COMM 
comparison of 
Chinese and EU 
standards (dairy 
products), recipe 
approval

India: Health 
certificates, 
requirements of 
registration of foreign 
food manufacturing 
facilities, COMM 
comparison of Indian 
and EU standards 

Egypt: Halal 
certificate dairy 
products

U.S.: Food 
Safety 
Modernization 
Act

EU – UK: 
Northern 
Ireland 
Protocol 

U.S.: Food 
Safety 
Modernization 
Act



Trade Task Force EDA Trade day 2023, May 24

Suggestions for countries/regions/speakers welcome

• EU COM: Mr John CLARKE, Director international DG AGRI?
• Indonesia?
• India?
• U.S.?
• Australia?

Mr John CLARKE
Director



Trade Task Force Ongoing discussions and market 
access issues

KEY TRADE MESSAGES FOR EU COM



Trade Task Force 

Next meeting: May 2023

Thank you for your attention
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